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About This Game

The background of the game is in a town with 2,000 inhabitants

Content of the game is to run a sex toys shop,

[Store layout, hiring staff, developing a variety of fun merchandise to meet the needs of customers]

(But in fact this is not the focus of the game ...)

------------------------------------------------------------
you must:

1) Use all means to "satisfy" every customer!

2) "Educate" every clerk!

3) Beat your competitors! Before he defeats you...

(Every inhabitant of the city has a different personality, occupation and hobbies)

------------------------------------------------------------
Finally, remember three things:
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1) In addition to sex, keep the physical power to take care of the store

2) always carry self-defense weapons

3) Always use the fastest speed to drive away the underage customers!

[thank you for playing my game]
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Title: Adult Toy Store
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
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ChaoYe Liu
Publisher:
KiwiGame
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018
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English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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After saving Remington's soul in the Cursed Heart, Sarah Black wrote a book about him and is ready for an exhibition.
However, a stranger with a mysterious package shows up one evening, triggering a fight between fishmen and him. He's
explaining that his town, which was a heaven for pirates, became cursed because of the mayor and his pact with Davy Jones. A
mermaid is captive and your friend wants to save her as he's in love with her. The only person that can correct everything is
you....

While the plot is great, I've been less impressed by it, maybe because the enemy is now someone really greedy and without
anything to redeem.

The gameplay stays the same: point-&-click, puzzles and hidden objects. Compared to the first game, nothing changed really
apart now a search for different objects that are sometimes hard to spot (which is the weakest point of the game). As usual, the
difficulty is well-balanced. And the bonus chapter is showing the aftermath of your actions.

The graphics are still beautiful, while you're still on an island, now, you're visiting a village, with its sewers, lighthouse, tavern or
markets. People you're meeting aren't necessarily hostile to you, as they're also wishing for peace. As usual, Davy Jones is
mentionned. Besides, the ambiance is still a surreal one. The soundtrack stays also good.

It is a great sequel anyway. While the game isn't innovative, it's still an agreable moment you will pass, so, don't hesitate too for
that one.. I am not a fan of the new UI. It's clumsy, just like the Cthulu Realms UI. The previous UI was fast and the cards were
easy to read. I don't understand why they feel they need to make it look like you're playing on a table. I'm not playing it on a
table. If I want it to look like I'm playing on a table, I'll tilt my monitor. I'm going to rever to playing my non-steam version,
instead, since I'm never going to bother to update it ( I only ever play solo ).. In general, the idea of \u200b\u200bthe game is
quite interesting, but there are big flaws that need to be improved.
-It is difficult to watch on the boot screen, because of the blurred background.
-Sometimes the game just hangs for a few seconds (by choosing ultra settings).
I would like to be able to look at the map far from the top, or at least make a minimap, because sometimes it is difficult to
understand where the player is going.
As for the dynamics of the game, in my opinion, when controlling the player and when reviewing the level, the camera moves
too abruptly. Is it possible to make camera movement smoother?
Managing viewing angles is not very convenient, I advise you to add camera control with the mouse.
Red cubes that disappear have no feedback. Therefore, it is not clear exactly when the cube will fall. It would be possible to
make the cube flicker in red to let the player know that something will happen soon.
It would not be bad to add the "restart level" function.
I also strongly recommend adding tips to the player if he cannot complete the level for a long time, as frequent failures and long
loadings screens cause apathy. By the way, about loading screen - it eats up a lot of gameplay time. I hope in the future there
will be no loading screen after each death, but respawn.

The game can be played, but it requires improvements.. Guys DO NOT buy this if you play with Oculus and want to use your
motion controllers. There is very badly support for this! This game proved to be a BIG disappointment. It is unplayable in its
current state for me. Not to mention that the VR view of the menu is also badly implemented and very difficult to use. I
basically have to look in my Oculus while trying to use my keyboard or mouse since my motion controllers do not work.

I have seen that the developers wants us to contact them before giving reviews if there are any problems so I will wait and see if
they do something about this since the game is unplayable with Oculus and motion controllers which it is stated the game should
support although it does a very very bad job of it.

I regret this purchase very much and will probably ask for a refund by Steam.

. this game sucks, period.. k first off the ♥♥♥♥ing game is a wii port. this explains why the controls are slippery. so if the
controls are♥♥♥♥♥♥do i still give it hope nope. All the game does is put u straight into the game no tutorial nothing to see the
controls. Secondary the graphics this was made for wii so no but at least try. So that all i say this game is♥♥♥♥♥♥with the
♥♥♥♥♥♥ controls. NO MORE PORTS K THIS GAME IS THE ♥♥♥♥♥♥ GAME FOR PC.
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Still needs a lot of work but its a rollerblading game.. I Finally get to Test the Shinkansen for the first time! Thanks N3V
Games!. This game doesn't work with oculus touch controllers. Don't buy it.. --OVERVIEW--
I just got this game on release day, and I must, say, it's surprising! Puzzle Ball is, in essence, a spiritual successor to marble-
based games like Marble Blast Gold, Ballance and Marble Madness. Being a lover of Marble Blast Gold, I thought that this
couldn't hurt and gave it a try. After playing with a few of the scenario levels and checking out the level editor, I must say that
this game is amazingly fun for 3 dollars. This game is not as much of a skill platformer as others in its genre, but is more of a
puzzle, like the name implies. Figuring out the order in which to accomplish challenges for a high score is important, as some
points can be permanently missed if you don't do them at the right times. However, there is never so much chalenge that you
will get angry at the game, as the game does live up to its "casual" tag This, the beautiful graphics, and the relaxing music
combine to create a surprisingly fun experience, as watching each levels' mechanisms come to life is fascinating, and there is
some satisfaction in completing each level.

--THE EDITOR--
In addition, the level editor is quite easy to use, as the description states. It is a simple "pick block and place" style editor.
However, the camera and controls of the editor are a bit weird, so there is definitely room for improvement there. Other than
that, there isn't too much for me to say about the level editor, as I'm not into taht sort of thing.
>NOTE: There is a "level budget," so you cannot make infinitely big levels! :(

--MENUS--
This is where my criticisms start. After launching the game, you will be treated to a small graphic informing you of the controls.
There seems to be no way to bring this up again besides restarting the game. After dealing with the graphic, you will be treated
to a menu with no logo and four buttons: "Levels," "Editor," "Options" and "Quit." Clicking "Levels" takes you to a bland screen
with the 11 scenario leves shown, with the options to look at user levels. Clicking "Editor" throws you straight into the editor
with no options or preparation screen. Selecting "Options" brings you to an options screen where you can edit your screen
resolution, quality (idk what this exactly means), your languages (choices of English, Russian, and Dutch), something called
"Image Resolution" (I really have no idea what this does), your sound\/music volumes, whether to be fullscreen\/windowed,
bloom, and SSAO. There is no way to rebind key controls, although they are standard (WASD) and you shouldn't have trouble
with them. While the menus certainly are functional, they are bland and lack depth; but as this is a 3 dollar game, it is
acceptable.

--PROS--
>Interesting gameplay
>Very nice graphics
>Relaxing music
>Infinite replayability with the level editor
>Good learning curve

--CONS--
>Only 11 built-in levels
>Lame menus
>Some typical functionality missing (rebinding controls, advanced graphics, etc.)
>Small music selection

--VERDICT--
  >9\/10<
Despite a few flaws, this game is simply astounding for 3 dollars. Enough levels come bundled in to keep you busy for 2+ hours,
depending on how slow you take them, and if you get bored after that, just wait! I'm sure the community will make some great
ones soon. If you enjoy chilling out and rolling a marble (technically a ball, it's made of wood) around, then this is a definite
reccomendation for you! Thanks for reading!

(If you didn't like the review, I'm sorry! This is my first one EVER. Trying to get better at these...). Pros:
Nice artstyle
Pleasant UI
Inexpensive
Good story, has a bit of mystery.
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Cons:
Easy, at least after your first playthrough
Lacking a bit of depth to the consequences of your actions

I love the artstyle of this game and the UI is pleasant. It's a fun game although I wish you could make it more difficult. I mean,
on my first playthrough I only just beat it on the last day (and I'd just like to mention that I've only played story mode), but I'd
been a really cautious player. Overly cautious, as it turns out there isn't really that much nessecary managing to do and your
actions don't have too much of an effect on you. All consequences are immediate and small.

For example  A rogue asked me to spike a drink and offered money, I took the money but did not spike the drink. He ended up
dead and another rogue threatened me "We won't forget this". Nothing of depth ever came of that threat. It was just a loss of
population amongst a group already at 0% population in my tavern. Immediate and small.

The price completely justifies this though. I just love the potential this game had (has?).. IGN 20/10 - Best Water Graphics ever

Snares of Ruin Dis Pontibus Released!:
Dis Pontibus is released at last! Enjoy!
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